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Abstract
Revenue Management (RM), also known as “Yield Management”, has been applied
widely across industries around the world. Although helping to maximize short term profit of
firms, this pricing strategy has caused the price differentiation for not only different customers
by market segments but also for the same customer over the time due to the demand variance.
This research aims to examine impacts of the price differentiation for the same
customer and the same service on customers' perceived fairness and price acceptance. Instead
of fairness of prices, the fairness perception examined here relates to the RM pricing practice
based on market demand. Moreover, in this RM practice, since prices vary over the time,
customers probably tend to more often find and select the most suitable price within available
service providers. This motivates the research to test if there is a direct effect of price
differentiation on switching intention of customers.
As looking into this price differentiation for a certain customer, this research considers
both advantageous price variances (price decreases) and disadvantageous ones (price
increases). Furthermore, the contrast between advantageous price variances and
disadvantageous ones as well as interactive effect of these types of price variances on
perceived fairness, price acceptance, switching intention are first examined in this study.
Specifically, there are several aspects relating to price differentiation will be examined. Firstly,
some characteristics of price differentiation include: 1-intensity of price variances (from minor
to major variances); 2-speed of price variances (from slow to fast variances) defined as
temporal distance between two points of prices; 3- the regularity and predictability of price
variances. Secondly, the role of explaining price differences on three dependent variables
(perceived fairness, price acceptance and witching intention) is simultaneously tested in this
research.
For a certain customer consuming the service, the previous price they last paid can be used as
their reference price to evaluate price variance. This price does not remain stable, it varies over
the time causing price differences. This research will vary the intensity and speed of price
increases and price decreases to discover which level of price variances is considered as fair and
acceptable. Particularly, this research will in turn take intensity and speed of price variances in
to account in relation to types of price variances: advantageous variances (price decreases),
disadvantageous ones (price increases) or two-way price variances (as customers encounter
both price decreases and price increases in a certain period). In case of two-way price variance
practice, it is planned to test the role of advantageous price variances on mitigating negative
effect of disadvantageous ones on price acceptance as well as switching intention.
Regarding the third characteristic of price variances, customers probably prefer the pricing
practice with regular and recurrent price variances rather than the practice in which prices vary
irregularly according to random variance of demand. Since price changes are regular and

recurrent, it is likely to be easier for customers to get familiar with and adapt to this pricing
practice. Thus, the regular and recurrent pricing practice is hypothesized to have higher
perceived fairness, higher price acceptance and lower switching intention. Obviously, the
regularity and recurrence of price variances are associated with predictability of price variances.
However, such predictability is not only linked to regularity and recurrence, it is more
determined by the extent of information about price variances disclosed by service sellers.
Through the predictability based on disclosed information, customers can adapt to price
fluctuations and make decisions in advance to take advantages of price decrease or avoid losses
from price increases. Thus, the impact of predictability of price variances based on given
information is planned to be investigated.
Furthermore, when customers confuse and wonder the reason of their price difference,
in this RM pricing practice, it is assumed that giving them explanation about price increases as
well as price decreases makes sense in improving their perceived fairness, price acceptance and
switching intention.
Finally, the moderating roles of three factors in the relationships between two
investigated aspects of RM pricing practice and customers’ perceived fairness, price acceptance
and switching intention will be taken in to account, consisting of customers’ familiarity with
demand-based RM pricing, types of services and types of service industries. Besides two
remaining factors, there is a need to investigate the role of types of services because in the
same service industry, a service could be either hedonic or utilitarian one depending to
consumption contexts, for ex: (an airline ticket for travelling is hedonic service but another for
participation in an important meeting is a utilitarian one). It is assumed that types of services
are directly linked to customers’ price sensitivity and thus, linked to their perceived fairness and
switching intention.

Research hypotheses:
1. Hypotheses about intensity of price variances:
H1.1: Intensity of price increases negatively impacts perceived fairness (a) and price
acceptance (b), positively impacts switching intention (c).
H1.2: Intensity of price decreases negatively impacts perceived fairness (a), positively
impacts price acceptance (b); negatively impacts switching intention (c).
H1.3: Intensity of price variances negatively impacts perceived fairness (a); with the
same intensity, intensity of price decreases is perceived less unfair than intensity of price
increases (b).
H1.4: For two-way price variance practice in which the sum of price increases (X1) is
larger than the sum of price decreases (Y1), the intensity of difference between the sum of price
increases and the sum of price decreases (X1 - Y1) negatively impacts perceived fairness (a) and
price acceptance (b), positively impacts switching intention (c).
H1.5: For two-way price variance practice in which the sum of price increases (X2) is
smaller than the sum of price decreases (Y2), the intensity of difference between the sum of

price decreases and the sum of price increases (Y2 – X2) negatively impacts perceived fairness
(a); positively impacts price acceptance (b) and negatively impacts switching intention (c).
H1.6: For two-way price variance practice in which the sum of price decreases
approximates the sum of price increases, average intensity of price variances negatively
impacts perceived fairness (a) but no longer impacts price acceptance (b) and switching
intention (c).
2. Hypotheses about speed of price variances:
H2.1: speed of price increases negatively impacts perceived fairness (a), price
acceptance (b) and positively impacts switching intention (c).
H2.2: speed of price decreases negatively impacts perceived fairness (a), positively
impacts price acceptance (b) and negatively impacts switching intention (c).
H2.3: Speed of price variances negatively impacts perceived fairness (a); with the same
speed, speed of price decreases is perceived as less unfair than speed of price increases (b).
H2.4: For two-way price variance practice in which the average speed of price increases
(X3) is faster than the average speed of price decreases (Y3), the difference between the
average speed of price decreases and the average speed of price increases (Y3- X3) negatively
impacts perceived fairness (a), price acceptance (b) and positively impacts switching intention
(c).
H2.5: For two-way price variance practice in which the average speed of price increases
(X4) is slower than the average speed of price increases (Y4), the difference between the
average speed of price increases and the average speed of price decreases (X4- Y4) negatively
impacts perceived fairness (a); positively impacts price acceptance (b) and negatively impacts
switching intention (c).
3. Hypotheses about the regularity and predictability of price variances:
H3.1: The two-way price variance practice which is regular and recurrent leads to higher
perceived fairness (a), higher price acceptance (b) and lower switching intention (c) than the
irregular two-way price variance practice does.
H3.2: level of predictability of price variances positively impacts perceived fairness (a),
price acceptance (b) and negatively impact switching intention (c).
4. Hypotheses about explaining reasons for price variances
H4.1: Presenting price decreases as discounts due to promotion program leads to higher
perceived fairness (a) and price acceptance (b) and lower switching intention (c) associated
with price decreases
H4.2: Showing customers that additional revenue from price increases is used to expand
supply and reduce congestion leads to higher perceived fairness (a) and price acceptance (b)
and lower switching intention (c) associated with price increases
5. Hypotheses about moderating role of familiarity, types of services and types of
industries

H5.1: Characteristics of price variances have stronger effects on perceived fairness (a),
price acceptance (b) and switching intention (c) of customers who are less familiar with
Demand based practice than on customers who are more familiar with this practice.
H5.2: Characteristics of price variances have stronger effect on customers’ perceived
fairness (a), price acceptance (b) and switching intention (c) in case of hedonic services than in
case of utilitarian services
H5.3: There is a significant difference in effects of Characteristics of price variances on
customers’ perceived fairness (a), price acceptance (b) and switching intention (c) across
service industries.
Methodology of this research: Scenario

Research model:
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